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BEEF farmers in Cumbria have joined in an appeal for Government to take future food
security seriously.

In an open letter to Defra secretary, George Eustice, the National Beef Association
(NBA) has asked for the fast-tracking of an objective study, after amendments to the
Agriculture Bill to protect UK standards were not adopted, during its third reading.

NBA interim CEO Neil Shand on behalf of NBA members, calls on government to
con�rm that existing EU law, preventing food imports from inferior production
processes and animal welfare, will be fully adopted into UK law, effectively ‘slamming
the door’ to hormone-treated beef imports.

The letter also states that government is not taking food security as seriously as it
should be, or is sensible. It highlights that mid-pandemic, food shortages are still
being experienced in supermarkets.

Mr Shand states that 2000 trucks a day come in from Europe to feed our country, and
in the scenario that we were forced to close our borders, shelves would be empty of
the majority of fresh food in less than ten days.

The NBA concludes by stating it would welcome the opportunity to meet with Mr
Eustice to discuss the issues raised in this, and earlier letters, once the current crisis
is stable.
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Times are tough for our industry. Revenue has reduced signi�cantly and
so have newspaper sales due to readers being in lockdown.

We need your support to continue to publish trusted local news –
particularly during these times. Please help fund this important
journalism with an advert-light digital subscription for less than £1 per
week or have your newspaper delivered free of any delivery charges for 6
weeks by calling 0800 953 0227.
We’re there with you – so please be there with us. Thank you. Click to
Subscribe Now.
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Police currently attending incident in West Cumbrian village

Chaos as thousands head to Lakes
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By Federica Bedendo
Reporter
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28th May

Man found dead in West Cumbrian village
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Man found dead in West Cumbrian village

Police have con�rmed that a man was found dead in a West Cumbrian village.
Continue reading

By Dan Taylor
Barrow Central and Dalton reporter

News
2nd June

Lakes hotel on the market for £3m
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Lakes hotel on the market for £3m

A HOTEL in the Lake District is on the market for £3m.
Continue reading

By Phil Coleman   @incarlisle
Chief Reporter

News
1st June

Weekend marred twice by violence
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Weekend marred twice by violence

FOUR people from Carlisle suffered injuries during a weekend marred by two unrelated �are-ups of violence.
Continue reading

By Emily Parsons & Jacob Colley

News
31st May

Three arrested on arson charges after large �re at former
nightclub
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Three arrested on arson charges after large �re at former nightclub

Fire�ghters are still at scene of a major �re which has gutted a former nightclub.  Crews were called at about 11pm to the old Fusion Nightclub
in Workington.  At the height of the blaze eight �re appliances were tacking the �ames, including assistance from as far a�eld as Carlisle.  One
man had to be rescued from the property. It is not known if he was injured.  Fire�ghters remain at the scene this morning damping down and
ensuring there are no hot spots. 
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